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No Parts Name Qty
1 Right front wheel rim 1
2 Left front wheel rim 1
3 Right rear wheel rim 1
4 Left rear wheel rim 1
5 Flange cap screw, 6x16 18
6 Flange cap screw, 8x18 8
7 Flange lock nut, 6mm 1

Hex wrench, 5mm 1
Hex wrench, 6mm 1

Tool

Please read the following instructions before installation
◎ We do not take any responsibility for any accident or damage whatsoever arising from the use of the products not in conformity with the instructions
　in the manual.
◎ We shall be held free from any responsibility or compensation whatsoever for any glitch in parts other than ours if the glitch takes place after 　　　
　installation and use of this product.
◎ If you make alterations to the product, we shall be held free from any guarantee of the product.
◎ You are kindly requested not to contact us about the combination of our products with other manufacturers'.
◎Installation of this product requires TAKEGAWA’s front fork kit and 12cm / 16cm-long swing arm. Note that this wheel is not installable to any stock front
　fork or stock swing arm.
◎ Applicable tire sizes are 3.00 - 10 ～ 3.50 - 10.
◎ Assemble R and L wheel, holes along the both side. Care about not pinching the tube.
◎ When fixing a wheel to the hub on those vehicles with frame Nos from Z50J-2000001 onwards, fix the wheel with nuts directly without using 　　
　washers.
◎ Please be informed that, mainly because of improvement in performance, design changes, and cost increase, the product specifications and prices
　are subject to change without prior notice.
◎ This manual should be retained for future reference.

～ Kit Contents ～

Torque
6 : T=25.5～ 29.4N・m(2.5～ 3.0kgf・m)
7 : T=10 ～ 14N・m(1.0～ 1.4kgf・m)
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◎ Please note: Illustrations and photos may vary from actual hardware.

・Thank you for purchasing one of our products. Please strictly follow the instructions to install and use the kit.
・Before installing the kit, please be sure to check the kit contents. If you have any questions about the kit, please contact your local TAKEGAWA dealer.

The following show the envisioned possibility of injuries to human bodies or property damage as a result of disregarding the
following cautions.

 ・Before doing work, place the motorcycle on level ground to stablize the position of your motorcycle for safety's sake.
 ・Always use a torque wrench  to screw bolts and nuts tight and securely to the specified torque.
　 (Improper torque could cause these parts to get damaged or fall off.)
 ・This wheel is an exclusive wheel for a tube. Please use a tire tube, withuot fail, suitable for the tire size.
 ・Do not increase the tire pressure beyond the limitation. (1.75 kgf / cm  max)
 ・Before riding, be sure to check every section for slack in parts like screws, and  check tire pressure.When you notice something abnormal with your
　 motorcycle while riding down a road, immediately stop riding and park your motorcyle in a safe place.
　 (Otherwise, the abnormaility could lead to an accident.)
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(one wheel / Chemical polish)
(one wheel / Polish)
(one wheel / Blue black)
(one wheel / Black)

10X2.5 Aluminum Wheel Set Instruction Manual


